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Abstract
We introduce Quiver, an informed storage cache for deep
learning training (DLT) jobs in a cluster of GPUs. Quiver employs domain-specific intelligence within the caching layer, to
achieve much higher efficiency compared to a generic storage
cache. First, Quiver uses a secure hash-based addressing to
transparently reuse cached data across multiple jobs and even
multiple users operating on the same dataset. Second, by codesigning with the deep learning framework (e.g., PyTorch),
Quiver employs a technique of substitutable cache hits to get
more value from the existing contents of the cache, thus avoiding cache thrashing when cache capacity is much smaller
than the working set. Third, Quiver dynamically prioritizes
cache allocation to jobs that benefit the most from the caching.
With a prototype implementation in PyTorch, we show that
Quiver can significantly improve throughput of deep learning
workloads.

1

Introduction

The more you know, the less (cache) you need.
- Australian proverb

Increasingly powerful compute accelerators, such as faster
GPUs [33] and ASICs [17], have made the storage layer a
potential bottleneck in deep learning training (DLT) jobs, as
these jobs need to feed input training data fast enough to keep
the compute units busy. For example, a popular benchmark
for deep learning training is the ResNet50 [16] model on
ImageNet data [14]. On 8 V100s, the training job can process
10,500 images/sec [6]. As each input image in ImageNet
is roughly 200 KB, this translates to a storage bandwidth
requirement of nearly 2 GB/s, to keep the GPUs busy. Newer,
faster hardware (e.g., TPUv3 [20], GraphCore [13]) will push
this bandwidth requirement even higher, as their increased
compute speeds require faster feeding of input data.
While such bandwidth requirements are challenging in their
own right, three aspects of deep learning training (DLT) jobs
exacerbate this problem.
First, for hyper-parameter tuning, users typically run tens
or hundreds of instances of the same job, each with a different
configuration of the model (e.g., learning rate, loss function,
etc.). In such a scenario, the same underlying store must service reads from several such jobs, each reading in a different
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random order, placing significantly higher bandwidth demand
on the store.
Second, data sizes for input training data in deep learning jobs have been increasing at a rapid pace. While the 1M
ImageNet corpus is hundreds of GB in size (the full corpus
is 14x larger), newer data sources that are gaining popularity are much larger. For example, the youtube-8M dataset
used in video models, is about 1.53 TB for just frame-level
features [12], while the Google OpenImages dataset [10], a
subset of which is used in the Open Images Challenge [11],
has a total size of roughly 18 TB for the full data [10].
Third, the most common mode of running deep learning
jobs is by renting GPU VMs on the cloud (partly because of
the high cost of GPUs); such VMs have limited local SSD
capacity (e.g., most Azure GPU series VMs have a local SSD
of 1.5 to 3TB). Further, local SSDs are “ephemeral" across
VM migrations. Pre-emptible VMs are provided by cloud
providers at a significantly lower cost (6-8x cheaper) compared to dedicated VMs [1, 22]; such VMs running DLT jobs
may be preempted at any time, and resume from a checkpoint on a different VM [3], losing all local SSD state. As
a result, users keep input training data in reliable persistent
cloud storage (e.g., in a managed disk or a data blob) within
the same data center region, and access the store remotely
from GPU VMs that run the training job. Egress bandwidth
from the store to the compute VMs is usually a constrained
resource, especially when several VMs read from the same
storage blob.
In this paper, we present Quiver, a storage management
solution for supporting the I/O bandwidth requirements of
DLT jobs in the above setting where the input training data
resides in a cloud storage system, and the DLT jobs are run in
a few GPU VMs in the cloud (typically in the same datacenter
region). Quiver is an intelligent, distributed cache for input
training data, that is shared across multiple jobs or even across
multiple users, in a secure manner without leaking data.
The key insight in Quiver is to fundamentally improve
cache efficacy by exploiting several characteristics of the DLT
workflow that simplify storage management. First, deep learning datasets are head-heavy. A few popular input datasets
(such as ImageNet) are used across numerous DLT jobs and
across several model architectures. Even in companies, different members of a team may be iterating on different alternative ideas, all of which target the same end-to-end problem/dataset such as web search. Second, each DLT job runs
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multiple (typically 50-100) epochs of training, with each
epoch consuming the entire training data once (in a random
permutation order). These two characteristics make the workload very cache-friendly. However, when the datasets are too
large to fit in a single VM, the cache needs to span multiple
VMs (possibly across multiple users in the organization) in a
secure manner.
Another key observation that Quiver exploits is that the
data read by DLT jobs is transparently substitutable. A single
epoch of a DLT job consumes the entire training data in a random permutation order, and as long as the order is random and
the entire data is consumed exactly once, the exact sequence
in which inputs are read does not matter. This allows Quiver
to provide thrash-free caching, a powerful technique in scenarios when the available cache capacity is much smaller than
the working set size; such a scenario usually makes the cache
ineffective because of thrashing. In contrast, Quiver allows a
small slice of the dataset to be cached and shared efficiently
in a decentralized manner across multiple jobs accessing that
dataset, without causing thrashing.
Sharing a cache across multiple users, where each user
may have private training data (perhaps to augment standard
datasets) needs to preserve privacy so that training data of one
user is not leaked to another. The need for isolation of data
conflicts with reuse of cache across shared data. To bridge
this, Quiver does secure content-based indexing of the cache,
so that the cache is reused even across different physical
datasets with the same content (e.g., multiple copies/blobs
of ImageNet data). The content-hash of a data item (or a
group of data items) is used to address the cache. A digest
file available with the DLT job of a particular user contains
the hashes of individual data items in the dataset; the very
possession of a valid content hash serves as a capability to
access that data item, thus providing a simple yet effective
form of access control similar to those explored in contentaddressed filesystems [9, 23].
An important signal that Quiver uses to prioritize cache
placement and eviction, is the effective user-perceived benefit
from caching, for every DLT job. Whether a DLT job needs
a cache is primarily a function of two factors: (a) the remote
storage bandwidth (b) amount of compute per byte of data
read by the job from the store. A DLT job with a very deep
model would perform lot of computation per input, and thus
the I/O time can be hidden/pipelined behind compute time
even if the storage bandwidth is low, and vice versa. Further,
some jobs may overlap I/O and computation with pipelining,
while some may perform I/O synchronously. Thus, modelling
the sensitivity of a DLT job’s performance to caching is not
straightforward. Quiver simplifies this by exploiting the predictability of DLT jobs across mini-batches [31, 37], and uses
controlled probing to measure the time for a fixed number
of mini-batches, with and without caching. The difference in
performance between these two modes is an accurate empirical metric of how much a particular DLT job benefits from
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caching, and is used in eviction and placement decisions.
We have implemented Quiver as a dynamic distributed
cache shared across multiple users and jobs running within
a cluster of GPUs, and integrated it with the PyTorch deep
learning toolkit [25]. Quiver has three components: a cache
server that runs in a separate container under a dedicated user,
a cache manager that co-ordinates actions across multiple
cache servers, and a cache client that runs in the same container as every DLT job accessing the cache; in fact the client
is integrated with the PyTorch data input layer. Such tight
integration allows Quiver to exploit intricate knowledge of
the specific DLT job.
We have evaluated Quiver in a cluster of 48 GPUs, across a
multi-user, multi-job workload. We demonstrate that Quiver
speeds up DLT jobs by up to 3.8x and improves overall cluster
throughput by up to 2.1x under a mixed workload. We also
show that the substitutable cache hits feature of Quiver avoids
cache thrashing with a small cache, allowing jobs to make
good use of a fractional cache, and that benefit-aware cache
prioritization improves overall cluster efficiency by allocating
constrained cache space wisely.
This paper makes the following key contributions:
• We characterize the I/O behavior of deep learning training jobs, and identify various key characteristics such as
substitutability, predictability, and shareability.
• We provide the first storage solution that allows DLT jobs
to get much higher effective I/O bandwidth for training
data reads, by using a distributed cache that is shared
across multiple users in a secure manner.
• We identify and implement several efficiency improvements to the cache layer by exploiting intricate knowledge about how sensitive a job is to I/O performance, to
prioritize cache eviction and placement.
• We provide a novel thrash-proof caching strategy that
exploits the substitutability of a DLT job’s I/O requests,
and provide a way for multiple jobs to access a shared
slice of a data set in an efficient manner.
• We demonstrate the efficacy of our techniques and policies with a real implementation and empirical evaluation
on a cluster of 48 GPUs.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present
a brief background of DLT jobs in Section 2. In Section 3,
we present various key characteristics of DLT jobs from an
I/O perspective. We present the design of Quiver in Section 4,
and provide more detail on the cache management policies
in Section 5. We discuss the implementation of Quiver in
Section 6, and evaluate it in Section 7. Finally, we present
related work in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.

2

Background

A deep learning training (DLT) job takes training data as
input, and learns a model that represents the training data.
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To perform the learning, a DLT job takes a small random
sample i.e., a mini-batch of input items at a time (typically
32 to 512 items), and uses stochastic gradient descent [29]
to slowly learn the parameters such that the prediction loss
is minimized. Each mini-batch is compute-intensive (mostly
involving multiplications of large matrices/tensors) and runs
on accelerators such as GPUs. Because each mini-batch runs
the same computation on inputs that have the same shape, all
mini-batches take identical time on the GPU [31, 37].
Input training data: Training data, at a high level, is a list of
tuples of the form < input, label >, where input is an image or
speech sample or text to be fed to the neural network, and label
is the ground truth of what the network should learn to classify
that input as. Training large networks such as ResNet50 [16]
or GNMT [36] requires millions of training examples. For
example, ImageNet-1M, a popular training data for image
classification, has 1 million images (the full dataset has 14
million), each of which can be about 200 KB in size. Recent
datasets such as youtube-8m [12] and OpenImages [10] are
several terabytes in size as well.
To feed input items in a randomized order, DLT frameworks
such as PyTorch use the notion of input indices to access the
training data. For example, if the training data has a million
items, they track a list of indices to each of these items, and
then randomly permute this list. They then perform random
access on the store to fetch the data items corresponding
to fixed number (i.e., the mini-batch size) of these indices.
An epoch of training completes when all these indices are
exhausted, i.e., the model has looked at all data items once. For
the next epoch, the list of indices is again randomly permuted,
so that different set of mini-batches get fed to the network.
A DLT job typically runs several epochs, ranging from 50 to
200.
Transformations: Input data items read from the store are
then transformed by the DLT framework. Typical transformations include decompression of the image to convert from
say, jpg format to a pixel format, applying various forms of
augmentation (scaling, rotation, etc.). These transformations
are usually CPU intensive.
Multi-jobs: Because of the trial-and-error nature of DLT
experimentation [28,37], users often run multiple instances of
the same model simultaneously, each with different configurations of parameters such as learning rate. Each of these jobs
would access the entire training data, but in different random
orders.

3

IO Characteristics of DLT

In this section, we describe the key characteristics of DLT
jobs from an I/O access perspective.
1. Shareability: There is a high degree of overlap in I/Os
performed by a DLT job, both within and across jobs. Within
a job, as each job makes multiple passes over the same input
training data (i.e., multiple epochs), there is a clear benefit
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to caching the data for use in subsequent epochs. More importantly, there is also extensive inter-job sharing, because
of two reasons. First, with hyper-parameter exploration, a
multi-job [37] may have several jobs running different configurations of the same model, operating on the same data.
These jobs may be running on different machines, but access
the same underlying data on cloud storage. Second, the input
training datasets that DLT jobs use are quite head-heavy; popular datasets (e.g., ImageNet) are used in several jobs. Even in
enterprise settings, multiple team members work to improve
accuracy on a dataset (e.g., web search click-data), each running a different model. There is hence a significant inter-job
reuse.
2. Random Access: While shareability seems to make DLT
jobs extremely cache-friendly, it is only true if the whole input
training data can fit in cache. Otherwise, the random access
pattern (different permutation each epoch) makes it cacheunfriendly (in fact, adverserial) for partially cached data. A
cache that can hold say 20% of the training data would simply
thrash because of random I/O.
Partial caching of DLT training data is important, because
training data size for several datasets are already large, and
only getting larger as models get bigger. For example, the
youtube-8M dataset used in video models, is about 1.53 TB
for just frame-level features [12], while the Google OpenImages dataset, a subset of which is used in the Open Images
Challenge [11], has a total size of roughly 18 TB for the full
data [10]. Even the full ImageNet corpus of the entire 14 million images is several terabytes in size. Further, a single server
in a GPU cluster often runs multiple jobs, or even time-slices
across several jobs [37]. As each of these jobs could be accessing different data sets, the local cache may be contended
across multiple datasets. So, getting useful performance out
of the cache under partial caching is important for DLT jobs.
3. Substitutability: Fortunately, another trait of DLT jobs
helps address the challenge posed by random access. From
an I/O perspective, an epoch of a DLT job only requires two
properties to hold: (a) each input data item must be touched
exactly once; and (b) a random sample of inputs must be
chosen for each mini-batch. Interestingly, the exact sequence
of data items does not matter for the correctness or accuracy
of the job, which means the I/O is substitutable; instead of
seeking for particular files, the DLT job can now ask for some
random subset that was not already accessed. From a caching
perspective, this is a unique property that can significantly
help with cache reuse. With substitutability, even a small
cache for say 20% of the training data can provide good
caching performance, because if an item is not in the cache,
we could return a substitute item from the cache that preserves
the randomness and uniqueness properties. As we show in
§ 7, substitutable caching does not impact the final accuracy
of the learning job.
4. Predictability: Another favorable property of DLT jobs
is their predictability across mini-batches [31, 37]. Because
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the time per mini-batch is known in advance, one can predict
how sensitive each job is to I/O performance, which can in
turn allow the cache placement and eviction to give higher
priority to jobs that benefit the most from caching.

4

Design of Quiver

In this section, we present the design of Quiver, a distributed
cache that improves I/O efficiency for DLT jobs running in a
cluster of GPUs. Quiver is a co-designed cache that is tightly
coupled with the DLT framework (e.g., PyTorch or Tensorflow). By modifying the DLT framework, the cache client
integrates deeply into the I/O access of the DLT job, and
shares richer information with the cache server.

4.1

System Architecture

Before getting into the details of Quiver, we describe the
broader context in which Quiver fits. Quiver is designed for
a shared GPU cluster that an organization creates on GPU
VMs allocated in the cloud. Each GPU VM has a certain
amount of local SSD storage. A DLT job runs within its own
container, thus isolating jobs of multiple users from each
other. A higher level scheduler and container manager such as
Kubernetes [7] manages submission of jobs and scheduling of
DLT job containers on a specific VM. Quiver is agnostic to the
exact scheduling mechanism used, and makes no assumptions
about the scheduler.
The input training data for jobs of a particular user is stored
in the cloud storage account of the corresponding user, which
ensures privacy and access control; while general datasets
such as ImageNet do not require this, in general, users sometimes augment standard datasets with their own private training samples which may be sensitive, or train on entirely private data (e.g., surveillance videos, enterprise data). The DLT
job running in a VM would perform random reads on this
remote storage (e.g., an Azure blob [21] or Amazon S3 [2]).
A DLT job may move across VMs, because of VM redeployments, because of job migration [37], or because it runs
on cheaper preemptible VMs [1, 3, 22]. Hence, the local SSD
data at each VM is soft state. Thus, even if the whole training
dataset fits in one VM’s local SSD, the simple solution of
copying data once from the remote store to local SSD does
not work. With Quiver, a job can move around across VMs
and still transparently benefit from a shared distributed cache.

4.2

Security model

Quiver is a cache that is shared across multiple jobs and multiple users, so the security semantics are important. Quiver
guarantees that a user can see only data content that she has
access to otherwise (i.e., no training data is leaked across multiple users). This requirement of data isolation conflicts with
the need to share/reuse the cache for effective performance.
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Figure 1: Architecture of Quiver Cache servers run on all
VMs, but within their own container. Quiver clients run in the
address space of the DLT job, and include changes to the DLT
framework. User’s input training data is fetched from cloud
storage on a cache miss. Each job’s dataset is sharded across
multiple cache servers, and looked up using content hashes.

For example, if two different users have their own copies of
the ImageNet dataset, those would be two different sets of
files in two different cloud storage accounts and thus would
logically need to be cached separately, thus preventing reuse
across users. Quiver uses content-addressed capabilities to
achieve cache reuse while preserving isolation.

4.3

Content-addressed Cache

The cache in Quiver is addressed not by file names and offsets, but by content hashes, similar to content-addressed file
systems [9, 23]. The granularity of a cache entry in Quiver
is decided by the DLT job, and it could be either an individual data item (e.g., image training data where each item is
hundreds of KB) or a group of data items (e.g., in text training data). For simplicity, we assume in this paper that the
granularity is a single data item. For each data item in the
dataset, a content hash (e.g., SHA1) of that item is calculated,
and the resulting hash acts as the index for cache inserts and
lookups. The benefit of content addressing is that the same
data items across multiple copies (say copies of ImageNet
data in different storage accounts of different users), will map
to the same hash, allowing reuse across users.
To ensure isolation, Quiver uses the notion of digest files for
the input training data. For each dataset that a user owns, the
user computes the content hashes of each data item, and stores
just the hashes in a digest file. The digest file contains entries
of the form <content_hash: file_location>, where the
file_location indicates the path and offset where that particular data item resides within the cloud storage account of
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this particular user. Thus, across multiple users sharing the
same data set, while the hash component would be the same,
each user will have a different entry in the file_location
component, as they would point to that particular user’s backing store in the cloud. Because the DLT job is calculating
these hash digests only from data that the user already has
access to, the very presence of a hash value serves as a capability for that user to access that content. As a result, when
a cache server gets a lookup for a certain hash value, it can
safety return the data associated with that key. The user cannot manufacture or guess legal hashes without having the
content, because of the sparsity of the hash function and its
collision-resistance properties.
As the digest file is small (few MBs), it is stored locally
within the container of the DLT job. The DLT job first looks
up the cache with the hash capabilities. If the content is not
in the cache, it fetches it from remote storage (using the
file_location corresponding to the hash entry), and then
adds that content into the cache keyed by the hash value.

DLT framework such as PyTorch, and interposes at the interface used by the DLT script to access training data. For
example, in PyTorch, the DataSet abstraction is used to iterate over training data, and it has a simple Next interface to
get the next set of input data items for the next mini-batch.
Internally, the DataSet abstraction maintains a randomly permuted list of indices that determines the order in which the
data items are fetched. Quiver augments this component to
also manage the digest-file of hashes, and when a set of indices are to be fetched from the store, it first does the lookup
in the cache using the hash values in the digest.
In addition, the Quiver client also exports job-specific information to the cache servers, such as the time taken per
mini-batch on the GPU. This allows the cache servers in
Quiver to probe and perform a controlled measurement of
performance of the DLT job with and without caching, and
use that to prioritize cache placement.

4.4 Quiver Server

Quiver incorporates the notion of substitutable I/O into the
data fetch component of the DLT framework. Today, if a minibatch requires 512 data items, the dataset loader provides 512
indices to be fetched from the store; if only data pertaining
to a subset of the indices was cached, some items may be
missing, resulting in remote I/O in the critical path. In Quiver,
the loader looks up lot more (e.g., 10x) indices from the cache
and fills the mini-batch opportunistically with whichever 512
it is able to fetch from the cache, so that the DLT job can
make progress without blocking on the cache misses. It then
marks the indices that missed in cache as “pending". The data
loader continues with the remaining indices for subsequent
mini-batches. Once it reaches the end of that list, it makes
additional passes over the index list, this time focusing only
on the indices previously marked pending.
To see why this would work, assume that only 10% of
the training dataset is in cache (for simplicity, a contiguous
10% in the original data set order i.e., without any random
permutation). Now, because the lookups from the DLT job
are a randomly permuted order of indices, each sequence of k
indices is expected to get cache hits for k/10 indices; hence, if
it looks up a sequence of length 10 ∗ k, it can fill its mini-batch
of size k. During its second pass over the pending entries, a
different, non-overlapping 10% of the dataset may be in the
cache, which means it would get hits for 1/9th of the lookups.
Note that this property also holds across multiple jobs each
with their own random permutations. For the same 10% that is
cached, regardless of the permutation each job has, each job is
expected to get hits for 1/10th of its lookups. Thus, multiple
jobs can proceed at full-cache-hit speeds although each of
them is accessing a completely different random permutation.
Such a workload would normally cause thrashing on a small
cache that contains only 10% of the data items. With substitutable cache hits, we prevent thrashing and provide cache-hit

The cache server in Quiver is a distributed, peer-to-peer service that runs on all GPU VMs in the cluster. The cache server
runs as a separate “privileged" user (e.g., organization admin)
in its own container, so other users running DLT jobs do not
have access to that container. DLT jobs interact with the cache
server through RPC interfaces for lookup and insert. Internally, the cache server is a key-value store maintained on
local SSD. The key space is partitioned across multiple cacheserver instances via consistent hashing; each cache server
instance handles its partition of the key space.

4.5

Cache Manager

Because Quiver is a distributed cache, it needs to co-ordinate
eviction and placement decisions so that all cache servers
roughly agree on the which parts of which data sets to cache.
The cache manager in Quiver interacts with both the Quiver
clients and Quiver servers to co-ordinate these decisions. The
cache manager is also responsible for measuring the likely
benefit that each job would get from caching, by probing DLT
jobs. It does this by instructing cache servers to temporarily
return cache misses for all data read by the DLT job for a few
mini-batches. It then compares this execution time with the
time during normal operation with caching, and uses this to
prioritize cache placement (§ 5).

4.6 Quiver Client
A significant part of the intelligence in Quiver exists at the
cache client. The cache client runs as part of the DLT job
within the user’s container, in the same address space as the
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4.7

Substitutable hits
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performance. Of course, this assumes an intelligent cache
eviction policy, which we describe in § 5.
Impact on Accuracy: A natural question that arises with
substitutable hits is whether it impacts training accuracy. As
we show in § 7 across multiple models, substitutable hits do
not affect accuracy of the job, as the randomness within a reasonable fraction of the training data (e.g., 10%) is sufficient.

4.8

Failure recovery

The substitutability property also helps mask failures of cache
servers, such as due to VMs going away. In a traditional
cache, failure of a cache server would cause a spike in miss
traffic to fetch the lost cache items from the store. Quiver can
handle it gracefully by simply returning substitute data items,
while fetching the contents of the failed cache server in the
background. The DLT jobs do not incur the miss handling
cost in the critical path; they just continue with whatever data
is available in the live cache servers; a subsequent pass over
the list of indices will use the re-populated data.

4.9

Locality of cache servers

While the simple version of Quiver (focus of this paper) has
a unified cache spread across all VMs, the Quiver design also
permits a locality-aware cache layout. For example, datasets
used by VMs within a rack in the data center (or a top-level
switch) could be cached only within other VMs under the
same switch, so that most fetches avoid the over-subscribed
cross-rack switches. In such a setting, each rack would have
its own logical Quiver instance with its own cache manager.
Quiver can thus also help save cost for the cloud provider by
reducing cross-rack network traffic.

5

Cache Management

In this section, we describe various aspects of cache management in Quiver.

5.1

Co-ordinated eviction

As described in § 4.7, when only a part of the dataset (say
10%) is cached, Quiver does multiple passes over the list of
permuted indices of the dataset within a single epoch. To
get good hit-rate during the second pass, a different part of
the dataset must be cached during that second pass. In a
scenario where multiple DLT jobs (e.g., a multi-job doing
hyper-parameter exploration) are accessing the same dataset,
this is tricky because different jobs may exhaust their first
pass over the list of permuted indices at different times.
Quiver handles this by allocating cache space for two
chunks of the data set, and using a technique similar to doublebuffering [35]. First, the digest file representing the complete
dataset, is partitioned into a fixed number of chunks, such
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that each chunk is, say, 10% of the dataset. The chunking of
the dataset has to be done intelligently, to ensure randomness
of the input data within each chunk. Some datasets such as
LibriSpeech [24] order data items by the sequence length;
chunking them in logical byte order would result in the first
chunk comprising entirely of short sequences, thus affecting
randomness. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [4, 36] require all inputs within a mini-batch to be of the same sequence
length; if a mini-batch comprises of inputs with different sequence lengths (e.g., randomly chosen inputs), they pad all
inputs to match the length of the longest input within the
mini-batch. Thus, for compute efficiency, it makes sense for
all inputs within the mini-batch to be roughly of the same
length.1 . To allow for such efficient bucketing of inputs within
a mini-batch, we define the chunk to be a striped partition;
let us refer to each contiguous 10% of the input dataset as a
partition. Each partition is chunked into 10 stripe units; a logical chunk is simply the complete stripe formed by stitching
the corresponding stripe unit within each partition. As much
as possible, a mini-batch is formed purely from inputs in a
single stripe unit, for homogeneity of sequence lengths, while
also ensuring uniform distribution of inputs.
Dataset chunking allows co-ordinated access of the cache
across multiple jobs. While the jobs operate on the first chunk,
the second chunk is brought into the cache, so that it is ready
when (some of) the jobs switch to the next pass, possibly in
a staggered manner. An important question is when to evict
the first chunk from the cache. If evicted too soon, a subset of
jobs that are still in their first pass and accessing that chunk
will see misses, whereas if it remains in the cache for too long,
the next (third) chunk cannot be preloaded. Quiver uses a
two-step process to handle eviction. A chunk is marked for
eviction when another chunk of the dataset is fully loaded
into cache; all new jobs will now get hits only from the latest
chunk. However, existing jobs that are still running their pass
over the first chunk, will continue to get hits on the first chunk.
When all existing jobs have exhausted their pass over the first
chunk (and notify the cache server), the first chunk is actually
evicted. At this point, the preload for the third chunk of the
data set can start.
In the above example, note that if a job proceeds at a much
slower rate compared to other jobs accessing the same dataset,
it could continue to access the first chunk for a long time,
preventing the load of the third chunk into the cache. Different
jobs in a multi-job are typically designed to proceed at a
similar pace, so this is not a common occurrence within a
multi-job, but could happen across very different models on
the same dataset. Interestingly, a job that is much slower than
other jobs on the same dataset means that it spends more time
per mini-batch on the GPU, which means it is less sensitive
to I/O performance(§ 5.3); a cache miss would not affect that
1 Dynamic graph computation in modern frameworks such as PyTorch [25] ensures that a mini-batch with short sequence length uses correspondingly lesser computation
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job by much. Hence, Quiver does a forced-eviction of a chunk
after a threshold time has expired from the completion of the
first job on that chunk.
Algorithm 1 Substitutable hits & Co-operative miss handling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

5.2

global gChunkIndex = -1
. Returns: List of indices of data items to be fetched for
current mini-batch
function GET BATCH ( SIZE )
. Try to randomly sample 10 x size unused elements
pendingIndices = getPendingIndices(size * 10)
cacheHits = cacheClient.lookup(pendingIndices)
if len(cacheHits) >= size then
return pickAndMarkUsed(cacheHits, size)
end if
. Not enough cache hits, perform co-operative
. cache miss handling
result = List()
result.addAll(
pickAndMarkUsed(cacheHits, len(cacheHits)))
if gChunkIndex < 0 then
. cacheManager returns 0 if no chunk is cached
gChunkIndex =
cacheManager.getCurrentChunk(datasetId)
end if
chunksChecked=0
while chunksChecked < totalChunks do
. Tell cache servers that I am using this chunk
. (if not done already)
informServers(jobId, datasetId, gChunkIndex)
unusedIndices = getRandomUnusedIndices (
gChunkIndex, size - len(result))
if len(unusedIndices) == 0 then
informServersDoneUsingChunk(
jobId, datasetId, gChunkIndex )
end if
result.append(unusedIndices)
if len(result) == size then
return result
end if
gChunkIndex =
(gChunkIndex + 1) % totalChunks
++chunksChecked
end while
end function

Co-operative cache miss handling

A common workload that places significant demand on the
storage bandwidth, is a multi-job [37] where a DLT user
runs tens or hundreds of jobs for the same model on the
same dataset, but with different hyper-parameter configurations. Without Quiver, each of these jobs will read the same
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data from the remote store, causing the remote store to become a bottleneck, resulting in poor I/O throughput per job.
Quiver uses co-operative miss handling, where it shards the
cache fetches across multiple jobs, to avoid multiple fetches
of the same data items by multiple jobs. This sharding is
done implicitly by simply randomizing the order of fetch of
missing files, thus avoiding direct co-ordination among the
(independent) jobs. Thus, each job first checks the cache if a
set of (say 2048) data items exist, then reads a random subset
of those items, and adds the read items into the cache. After the additions, it performs another cache lookup, but this
time it would get hits for not only the data items it added, but
also the other (mostly non-overlapping) data items that were
added simultaneously by other jobs that performed a similar
random fetch. Thus, even in the case of a cold cache, or if the
entire dataset cannot fit in cache, Quiver provides benefits by
conserving remote store bandwidth, reading most data items
only once across multiple jobs within a single epoch.
A high-level algorithm for substitutable cache hits and cooperative miss handling is presented in Algorithm 1.

5.3

Benefit-aware Cache placement

When total cache space is constrained, Quiver utilizes job
heterogeneity to preferentially allocate cache space to the jobs
that benefit the most from the cache. A DLT job performs both
compute (on the GPU) and I/O. Intuitively, if the compute
time is higher than the I/O time to read from the remote store,
the I/O time can be overlapped, and the job performance
would be the same whether it reads from the cache or from
the remote store. However, this is a complex phenomenon to
model, because it depends on the degree of parallelism of the
job (i.e., number of GPUs it runs on), how large the model is,
whether the model is written in a way to pipeline computation
and I/O, etc.
Interestingly, the tight integration with the DLT framework
allows Quiver to intelligently probe and measure the job’s performance with and without caching. When a new job requests
for adding entries into the cache, the cache manager picks
the job for probing. Probing operates in two steps. In the first
step, the cache manager instructs all cacheservers to reject
all cache lookups for that job, thus forcing the job to fetch
from the remote store. At the end of this probing phase, e.g.,
100 mini-batches, the cache manager gets the total elapsed
time from the cache client (which runs as part of the DLT
job). The cache manager then monitors the job’s performance
periodically with the default caching policy. If the times with
the default caching policy and without caching don’t differ by
much, it concludes that the job is not bottlenecked on remote
I/O bandwidth, and decides to turn off caching for that job.
A dataset touched only by such jobs would thus never enter
the cache, freeing up space for other datasets that benefit job
performance. Quiver runs the probing phase not only at job
start time, but periodically , as effective I/O throughput may
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have reduced because of increased load on the remote store
(e.g., newer jobs reading from the same store), thus making
the job more sensitive to I/O performance, or vice versa.
Let thi be the average per-mini-batch time for job i under
cache hit, and tmi be the corresponding time under cache miss.
The benefit from caching for job i is thus bi = tmi /thi . Let ni
be the number of GPUs taken by job i. The GPU resources
saved for job i by caching its dataset is thus gi = bi ∗ ni .
For each data set Dk , there could be multiple jobs in the cluster accessing the same data set. Because the cache is shared
by all such jobs, if N jobs access Dk , the total GPU resources
saved by caching the dataset is GDk = ∑Ni=0 gi . Interestingly,
the cache manager has to decide only among three options
for each data set: (a) fully cache (space cost is the full size of
the dataset (b) enable co-operative miss by caching a fixed
size chunk (e.g., 15G), or 10% dataset whichever is smaller
(cost is 2 chunks for double buffering), or (c) no caching (zero
cost). Note that intermediate sizes for caching are useless, as
the benefits are the same as with caching two chunks, given
the substitutable cache-hits in Quiver.
Given a total cluster-wide cache space budget of S, the
cache manager uses a greedy algorithm to preferentially assign cache space to datasets or dataset chunks with the highest
ratio of benefit-to-cost.

Config
Baseline sampling
Quiver sampling

Top-1 Acc. (%)
75.87
75.89

Top-5 Acc. (%)
92.82
92.76

Table 1: ResNet50 on ImageNet: Final Accuracy after 90
epochs (higher is better) Average of two runs.
Config
Baseline sampling
Quiver sampling

Word error rate (WER) (%)
22.29
22.32

Table 2: Accuracy of DeepSpeech2 on LibriSpeech: Final
WER (lower is better) Average of two runs (30 epochs).

Quiver transparently benefits a variety of DLT scenarios:
Single job accessing a dataset: If the entire dataset can fit in
cache, Quiver caches the data items accessed in the first epoch
of the DLT job. As the DLT job runs several epochs over the
same data, subsequent epochs get full cache-hits from Quiver,
and run faster. If the dataset does not fit in cache, the DLT job
does not benefit from Quiver as it reads from remote store in
the steady state.
A multi-job accessing a single dataset: A multi-job is a set
of jobs run by the same user on the same dataset, but with
different configurations of hyperparameters [37]. Today, each
jobs reads the same content in different random orders from
remote storage. With Quiver, if the data fits in cache, all jobs
share the cache and get full cache-hits. Interestingly, even if
only 10% of the data fits in cache, Quiver still gives better
performance, because it shards the reads across jobs with
co-operative miss handling (§ 5.2).
Different jobs accessing the same dataset: Another scenario that Quiver benefits is opportunistic sharing of popular datasets across jobs even from multiple users. By doing
so, Quiver extracts more value out of the same SSD space
especially for popular datasets such as ImageNet.

Dataset, Sampler, and DataLoader. Dataset returns a data item
corresponding to a given index. Sampler creates random permutations of indices in the range of dataset length. Dataloader
fetches one mini-batch worth of indices from the sampler,
and adds these to the index queue. The worker threads of
DataLoader consume these indices, and fetch data items from
Dataset. To use Quiver, instead of torch.utils.Dataset,
the model must use QuiverDataset (same interface as existing Dataset), that handles the digest file containing hashes.
Similarly, the model must extend from QuiverDataLoader
(same interface as standard DataLoader), that probes and
monitors the job’s mini-batch progress in the __next__ routine; it also ignores the default Sampler passed into the DataLoader API, instead using its custom Sampler that handles
substitutable hits, by creating a list of hashes from indices
sampled from chunks of the dataset.
The cache client uses RPC endpoints to look up the cache
using hashes, fetch files from cache, and finally, to write to
cache and communicate mini batch times to the cache manager. Data fetch from Azure blob on the cache miss path
happens over a regular TCP socket connection. QuiverDataset
uses either the cache client or the blob client depending on
whether it is looking up the cache, or filling a cache miss.
The Quiver server is a network server written in C++ in
about 1200 lines of code. In addition to batched interfaces
for lookup/insert on cache, the server also exposes interfaces
to get the current active chunk and notify “ref_chunk" and
“unref_chunk"; the cache client uses these to assist with coordinated eviction at the server. The server also exposes an
interface to set the caching mode, used by the cache manager,
e.g., to disable caching for a job during probe phase.
The cache manager is a simple python server with an RPC
endpoint used by the client to report mini-batch times, and it
informs the cache servers which datasets to cache in which
mode, based on its benefit-aware allocation decisions.

6

7

5.4

Cache sharing scenarios

Implementation

The Quiver client is implemented in PyTorch 1.1.0 (about 900
LOC). Pytorch’s data model consists of three abstractions:
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Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Quiver along several dimensions.
We answer the following questions in the evaluation:
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Workload

Top 1 Accuracy: Quiver Sampling v. Global Sampling
Default sampling
Quiver sampling

90

ResNet50
Inception
DeepSpeech

80

Top 1 Accuracy

70
60

Table 3: Speedups from Quiver across three workloads
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Figure 2: Top-1 Accuracy of ResNet50 ImageNet model
under globally random sampling and chunked sampling.

• Do substitutable cache hits impact learning accuracy?
• How much does Quiver speed up different DLT jobs?
• How effective is co-ordinated eviction in Quiver?
• How effective is benefit-aware caching in Quiver?

7.1

Experimental setup

For our evaluation, we use a cluster of 48 GPUs across 12
VMs on Azure. 6 VMs contain 4 NVidia P100 GPUs each
while the other 6 contain 4 NVidia P40 GPUs each. All VMs
contain 3 TB of local SSD. Different experiments use a subset
of these VMs or the full set. The input datasets reside in Azure
storage blobs [21] within the same region. We use a diverse
set of deep learning workloads: ResNet50 [16] on the 154
GB ImageNet dataset [14], Inception v3 [32] on the 531 GB
OpenImages dataset [10], and DeepSpeech2 [4] on the 90 GB
LibriSpeech dataset [24]. For substitutable caching, we use a
fixed chunk-size of 15GB.

7.2

Time for 7000 mini-batches (s)
Baseline
Quiver
Cache Miss
Cache Hit Co-op. Miss
2505
646 (3.88x) 1064 (2.35x)
2874 1274 (2.26x) 1817 (1.58x)
1614 1234 (1.31x) 1265 (1.28x)

Accuracy with substitutability

We first show that substitutable caching in Quiver (i.e., restricting the shuffle to a fraction of the dataset rather than
the entire dataset) has no impact on accuracy. As can be
seen from Figure 2, the top-1 accuracy curves closely match.
Table 1 shows the final top-1 and top-5 accuracies in both
configurations; Quiver sampling achieves the same accuracy
as globally random sampling. Table 2 shows results for the
DeepSpeech2 model on LibriSpeech dataset. Again, the chunked sampling of Quiver converges to a similar word-error-rate
compared to globally random sampling.
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Improvement in job throughput

We now evaluate the performance gains from Quiver, on three
different workloads: ResNet50, Inception, and DeepSpeech2.
In each workload, we run a multi-job on 28 GPUs. Recall
that a multi-job runs multiple hyper-parameter configurations
of the same model/job. For each multi-job, we run 7 jobs
(of different configurations), where each job runs on 4 GPUs
in a single VM. We show the aggregate throughput (minibatches/second) of the multi-jobs under three configurations:
1. The baseline configuration, where all jobs read from the
remote storage blob. This configuration is referred to as
“Cache miss” in the graphs;
2. When all data fetches result in cache hits in Quiver. This
is the best case performance with Quiver, and is shown
as “Cache hit” in the graphs;
3. When Quiver starts with a cold cache, and the DLT jobs
perform co-operative cache miss handling to avoid redundant I/O on the remote store. This also represents
the performance when only a 10% or 20% slice of the
dataset is cached(§ 4.7).
Figure 3 shows the results for the three workloads. As can
be seen, the slope of the “cache hit” curve is consistently much
less compared to the “cache miss" curve. In other words, the
same number of mini-batches are processed much faster with
Quiver, resulting in better efficiency. The “co-operative miss”
curve is in between the cache hit and cache miss configurations. Thus, even when starting with a cold cache, the ability
of Quiver to avoid redundant I/O to the remote store from all
7 VMs allows it to extract much higher useful bandwidth out
of the remote storage, resulting in better efficiency. Interestingly, in Figure 3(c), the difference between co-operative miss
and cache hit is minor, indicating that the workload can run
equally fast with just a small slice of the cache (§ 5.3). The
overall speedups achieved by Quiver for the three workloads
is shown in Table 3.

7.4

Interaction with I/O pipelining

DLT frameworks including PyTorch pipeline I/O with computation, to hide I/O latency. In particular, the data loader
maintains a queue of fetched mini-batch inputs, and the computation engine picks from the in-memory queue. Both baseline and Quiver benefit from pipelining, so the benefits from
Quiver shown in the previous subsection are in addition to
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ResNet50: Aggregate throughput of 7 4-GPU jobs

Inception v3: Aggregate throughput of 7 4-GPU jobs
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Figure 3: Multi-job progress timeline with Quiver for multi-jobs of 7 jobs each in three models: ResNet50, Inception v3, and
DeepSpeech2. Each job runs on 4 GPUs within a single VM.
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Figure 5: Detailed timeline of 20 consecutive mini-batches of
ResNet50 (different stages), under Quiver hits
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Time(s)
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Figure 4: Detailed timeline of 20 consecutive mini-batches
of ResNet50 (different stages), under remote I/O
Figure 4 is a Gantt chart [34] showing the micro-timeline of
a ResNet50 job execution (20 consecutive mini-batches, each
processing 512 images) when data is read from remote I/O.
The X-axis plots time, while the Y-axis plots the mini-batch
index from 1 to 20, starting from a random mini-batch during
training. The three boxes in each of the bars pertain to the
three main stages of mini-batch processing: I/O corresponds
to reading the input (from remote storage or Quiver), Transform corresponds to performing transformation on the inputs,
such as image augmentation (CPU-intensive), and GPU is
the actual computation on GPU. Ideally, the GPU being the
most expensive resource, must not be idle. However, with
remote I/O, the GPU is idle most of the time (as seen from
the gap between GPU phases for mini-batch i and mini-batch
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Mini Batches

pipelining. We now analyze the time breakup of multiple
pipeline stages within a mini-batch, to understand how exactly
the faster I/O due to cache hits improves job performance. For
this, we zoom-in on 20 mini-batches of a single ResNet50 job
on 4 GPUs within a VM.

i + 1), as I/O time constrains job progress. Figure 5 shows
the micro-timeline under cache-hit in Quiver. As can be seen,
the GPU is almost fully utilized in this setting, as the I/O finishes much faster. Although data transformation takes a long
time per-mini-batch in both baseline and Quiver, because it is
parallelized (due to pipelining) across multiple mini-batches
on multiple CPU cores, it does not affect GPU utilization in
Quiver. Thus, while both cases benefit from the I/O pipelining
in PyTorch, Quiver is able to hide I/O latency much better.

7.5

Cache-constrained scenario

In this experiment, we run 4 ResNet50 jobs (each on 4 GPUs
within a single VM) accessing the same ImageNet dataset.
After about 15 minutes, we start 3 more ResNet50 jobs in
3 other VMs. We constrain the cache space to be capable
of only fitting 20% of the input data. This causes Quiver to
chop the training data into 10 chunks, and perform double
buffering with two chunks at a time (§ 4.7). Figure 7 shows
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Aggregate cluster throughput on 48 GPUs (100G cache)
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Figure 6: Cluster GPU Throughput under multiple simultaneous jobs on 48 GPUs with Quiver, basic LRU, and without caching
(baseline). The workload consists of 4 jobs each of ResNet50, Inception, and DeepSpeech2. Each of the 12 jobs runs on 4 GPUs,
using a total of 48 GPUs. Average cluster throughput normalized to the non-cached scenario is shown.
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make good progress, as they perform substitutable caching,
but starting wth the third chunk first (while the first 4 jobs
started with the first chunk). This dynamic replaceability is
ensured by the cache management policy which directs new
jobs to the currently active chunks in order to evict older
chunks that other jobs have already exhausted.
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Figure 7: Coordinated eviction with multiple jobs sharing a
small slice of the cache.

the aggregate throughput across these jobs. Every vertical line
in the graph indicates the duration for which a specific chunk
resides in the Quiver cache (the top x-axis plots the chunk
number).
There are several aspects that can be seen from this graph.
First, if one slices the graph by drawing a line parallel to
the x-axis for any time t, it indicates the number of chunks
that were cached by Quiver at that time, just by counting the
number of vertical lines that intersect. It can be seen that at
any given time, only 2 chunks are actually resident in the
cache, demonstrating co-ordinated eviction. Second, in the
aggregate throughput, one can see an increase in the progress
rate around roughly 15 mins into the experiment (i.e., when
the number of jobs increased from 4 to 7), as more jobs now
participate in the co-operative miss handling, improving perjob throughput. Finally, one can notice that when the three
jobs start (around t=900 sec), the first two chunks of the cache
have already been evicted. Despite that, the jobs are able to
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Benefit-aware caching

In this experiment, we demonstrate the efficacy of benefitaware caching in Quiver, and compare it with a simple LRUbased cache replacement policy. For this, we run a workload
with a mix of three different DLT models on 48 GPUs. We
run four jobs each of ResNet50, Inception, and DeepSpeech,
where each job takes a single VM with 4 GPUs. As we previously saw in Figure 3, the three jobs benefit differently from
caching. The jobs use three datasets: ImageNet, OpenImages,
and LibriSpeech respectively.
Figure 6 shows the steady state timeline (for about 1000
seconds after cache warmup) of normalized cluster throughput. To quantify relative cluster throughput, we calculate
the relative improvement in job progress rate (mini-batches
processed) for all the 12 jobs compared to the baseline (no
cache) configuration. We show cluster throughput under different cache sizes: no caching, 100 GB cache, 200 GB cache,
and 700 GB cache. Note that the complete size of the three
datasets is about 780 GB. As the 700 GB configuration is
close to the complete dataset size, the performance of LRU
comes close to Quiver. However, thrashing on the remaining 80 GB results in only a 2.2x higher throughput for LRU
compared to 2.32x for Quiver.
More interesting is the performance of Quiver under more
constrained caching scenarios, i.e., when the cache size is
much lower than the combined sizes of the datasets. In these
configs (100 GB and 200 GB), Quiver is able to intelligently
allocate cache space based on its dynamic mini-batch-aware
probing (§ 5.3), besides using co-operative miss handling and
substitutable hits to improve throughput. For 100G, it uses co-
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operative misses for all three datasets, using a fixed chunksize
of 15GB (a total of about 90GB for double buffering of three
datasets). At 200 GB cache, Quiver automatically chooses to
completely cache the ImageNet dataset (as ResNet50 benefits the most from caching), while performing co-operative
misses on the other two. At 700G cache, it caches both the
ImageNet and OpenImages dataset. Quiver is able to preferentially allocate cache space to the jobs benefiting the most, thus
maximizing cluster throughput. In both these configurations,
LRU performs quite poorly compared to Quiver, as it suffers
from thrashing because of the random access pattern of the
DLT jobs. Overall, even with a tiny cache (100G), Quiver
still yields sizeable benefits of around 1.6x; the improvement
in overall cluster throughput ranges between 1.6x to 2.3x
depending on cache size.

8

Related Work

Improving I/O performance for DLT jobs has received some
recent attention. DeepIO [39] explored pipelining of I/O
fetches with computation by using an in-memory cache, and
using an entropy-aware sampling technique. DeepIO looks at
an individual DLT job in isolation; the benefits from caching
for a single job are minimal unless the entire data fits in cache,
because workers of a single DLT job read each data item
exactly once per epoch. In contrast, Quiver achieves cache
reuse across multiple jobs securely. As a result, even when
only a small part of data fits in cache, it improves performance
by using substitutable hits and co-operative miss handling to
co-ordinate I/O access across multiple jobs. Quiver is also
benefit-aware in its placement and thus uses the cache frugally, prioritizing jobs that benefit the most. As the authors
of DeepIO note, the (modest) benefits from DeepIO in the
partial caching scenario are a result of reduced copy overheads and thread scheduling cost by using RDMA shuffling;
in contrast, Quiver actually reduces the time spent waiting on
I/O by employing co-operative miss handling.
Distributed caching in the cluster context has been explored
more broadly in the analytics community. For instance, PacMan [5] explored co-ordinated caching of data across different workers of an analytics job to extract most benefit for
query performance. Similarly, intelligent scheduling of big
data jobs to maximize cross-job sharing of cached data was
explored in Quartet [8] The co-ordinated eviction policy in
Quiver has some parallels to these, but the ability to handle
partial data caching without thrashing is unique to Quiver,
as it’s possible only because of the substitutability property
of DLT jobs. EC-cache [27] is at a distributed cluster cache
that uses erasure coding for dynamic load balancing during
reads. Because of the regularity of the DLT workload, the
simple static partitioning in Quiver seems sufficient. There
has been other work on caching of various forms in the big
data world [15, 19, 38].
Quiver is also related to recent work on systems for deep
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learning, that use predictability of DLT jobs to improve efficiency. Gandiva [37] uses predictability across mini-batches
to introspect on job performance, and uses it to migrate jobs
across GPUs or to pack jobs tightly within the same GPU.
Astra [31] exploits mini-batch predictability to perform dynamic compilation and optimization of a DLT job by online
profiling of multiple choices of optimizations. Quiver draws
on a similar insight, but uses the predictability for intelligent
cache prioritization and prefetching.
Making caching and prefetching decisions informed by
application-provided hints has also been studied [26]. Generalpurpose hints that are application-agnostic are both challenging and limiting; by building a vertically integrated, domainspecific cache exclusively for DLT jobs, the interface in
Quiver is both simple and powerful. Co-operative caching
has also been studied [18, 30]; unlike past work, Quiver manages a partial working set with substitutable caching and
co-ordinated evictions.
The content hash-based addressing in Quiver is based on
the notion of using a hash as a capability; a similar approach
has been explored in content-indexed file systems [9, 23].
Quiver applies this idea to the context of a shared cache that
simultaneously provides both data isolation and cache reuse.

9

Conclusion

Deep learning has become an important systems workload
over the last few years: the number of hardware startups on
accelerators for deep learning is testament to its popularity.
Systems for deep learning have mostly focused on improving
compute efficiency and network efficiency, and the storage
layer has been largely handled by ad hoc solutions such as
manual staging of data to local SSD, that have significant
limitations. With Quiver, we provide an automated caching
mechanism that helps bridge the storage performance gap in
the face of ever-increasing compute capacity for deep learning. Quiver achieves cache efficiency by tightly integrating
with the deep learning workflow and the framework, and exploits characteristics such as I/O substitutability to ensure
an efficient cache even when only a subset of data can fit in
cache.
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